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THE GRANITENET WEBSYNC PORTAL 
 
For over 50 years, CUES has provided innovative pipeline infrastructure inspection technology and equipment to the global 
Water/Wastewater industry.  And with over 20 years of software engineering experience designing, releasing and supporting 
thousands of customers, CUES is committed to innovation that simplifies productivity for its clients. 
 
GraniteNet WebSync portal is a web service for use over the internet – it is intended to allow the transfer of data and media over the 
Web back and forth from the office and the units (truck computers, mobile equipment, and laptops/tablets) working in the field. 
 
 

Powerful features! 
 Web API (Application Programming Interface) functions as a single-entry point for various clients - desktop, web, mobile and 

so on 

 WebSync agent allows a user (or Web API service on office side) to delegate routine or long operations while continuing to 
do other work 

 Task-oriented approach allows planning assignments and provides an easier way to manage background work 

 New data transfer format can transfer any data or media in any quantities while optimizing performance 
 
The following diagram shows WebSync components: 
 

 
 
 
 
  

How does it work?
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Doesn’t use thumb drives, DVDs, etc.
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How can the GraniteNet WebSync Portal fit within my organization’s IT infrastructure? 
 
Asset Management and Data Transfer often go hand-in-hand for effective task and work management for organizations looking to 
provide the right set of tools to teams and managers to review projects, collaborate and coordinate efforts across departments and 
locations. 
 
Sometimes organizations have existing software systems that are not ready or permitted, perhaps due to regulatory concerns, to 
transition to a true SaaS (Software as a Service) business model. However, these organizations do desire a more private, tangible 
solution that can be controlled by their system administrator who can assign and manage the rights and permissions of users from a 
system both within (Intranet) and external to (Extranet) the organization enabled through a VPN (Virtual Private Network) or other 
methods.  In either case, the GraniteNet WebSync Portal can be configured to provide 24x7 private, secure access. Users can assign 
work and see results throughout the day to be more productive because they can view the most current status of the business and 
share infrastructure information to make quicker, more informed decisions. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
To see how the WebSync Portal for GraniteNet can work for your organization to streamline processes and drive down costs, ask 

your CUES Sales representative to set up an online software demonstration or email granitesupport@cuesinc.com today! 
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